16K PRL

:   16‐kDa *N*‐terminal prolactin fragment

α‐MHC/β‐MHC

:   α‐/β‐myosin heavy chain

ABs

:   apoptotic bodies

AKT

:   protein kinase B

AngII

:   angiotensin II

AR

:   adrenergic receptor

ARC

:   activity‐regulated cytoskeleton‐associated protein

AT1R

:   AT2R, angiotensin type 1 receptor, angiotensin type 2 receptor

Brg1

:   brahma‐related gene 1

BVHT

:   braveheart

CARL

:   cardiac‐apoptosis‐related lncRNA

Cdc42

:   cell division control protein 42 homologue

Cdk9

:   cyclin‐dependent kinase 9

CDR1

:   cerebellar degeneration‐related protein 1

CHAST

:   cardiac hypertrophy‐associated transcript

CHRF

:   cardiac hypertrophy‐related factor

CircRNAs

:   circular RNA

CTGF

:   connective tissue growth factor

DYRK1a

:   dual‐specificity tyrosine‐(Y)‐phosphorylation‐regulated kinase 1a

ECM

:   extracellular matrix

ECs

:   endothelial cells

EFNA3

:   ephrin‐A3 precursor

ERK1/2

:   extracellular signal‐regulated kinases

EVs

:   extracellular vesicles

FABP3

:   fatty acid binding protein 3

FENDRR

:   Foxf1 adjacent non‐coding developmental regulatory RNA

FOXO3

:   Forkhead Box O3

GWA

:   genome‐wide association

HDAC

:   histone deacetylase

HF

:   heart failure

HRCR

:   heart‐related circRNA

IGF1‐R

:   insulin‐like growth factor 1 receptor

IGF1

:   insulin‐like growth factor 1

LNA

:   locked nucleic acid‐modified

lncRNAs

:   long non‐coding RNAs

MAPK

:   mitogen‐activated protein kinase 1

MEK1

:   mitogen‐activated protein kinase kinase

MHRT

:   myosin heavy‐chain‐associated RNA transcripts

miRNAs or miRs

:   microRNAs

MVs

:   microvesicles

Myd88

:   myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88

Myh7

:   myosin heavy chain 7

ncRNAs

:   non‐coding RNAs

NELFA/Whsc2

:   negative elongation factor complex member A

NFAT

:   nuclear factor of activated T‐cells

PARP

:   poly(ADP‐ribose) polymerase family member

PDLIM5

:   PDZ and LIM domain 5

PE

:   phenylephrine

PGC‐1α

:   peroxisome proliferator‐activated receptor gamma coactivator 1‐alpha

PI3K

:   phosphatidylinositol‐3‐kinases

PPAR

:   peroxisome proliferator‐activated receptor

PPCM

:   peripartum cardiomyopathy

PTEN

:   phosphatase and tensin homologue

PTP1b

:   protein‐tyrosine phosphatase 1b

Raf1

:   proto‐oncogene, serine/threonine kinase

Ras

:   proto‐oncogene, GTPase

RasGAP

:   Ras GTPase activating protein

Rheb

:   Ras homologue enriched in brain

RhoA

:   Ras homologue gene family, member A

ROS

:   reactive oxygen species

rRNA

:   ribosomal RNA

SMAD3

:   mothers against decapentaplegic homologue 3 also known as SMAD family member 3

SNPs

:   single nucleotide polymorphism

SORBS2

:   sorbin and SH3 domain containing 2

TGF‐β

:   transforming growth factor beta

tRNA

:   transfer RNA

Trx1

:   thioredoxin1

Introduction {#tjp12298-sec-0020}
============

While the existence of non‐coding RNAs (ncRNAs) has been known since the 1960s, it was not until the last decade that their significance and functions began to be understood. Since then there has been a swift extension of our knowledge and understanding of ncRNA biology, in particular regarding small RNAs (Papageorgiou *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Although initially less familiar than mRNA, tRNA or rRNA, ncRNAs have received increasing attention due to their crucial roles in cellular mechanisms and regulation. Many ncRNAs discovered so far have roles in DNA replication and chromatin structure, processing of other RNAs, transcriptional and post‐transcriptional control of gene expression, genome integrity, and mRNA stability (Ghildiyal & Zamore, [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Accordingly, a growing number of non‐coding transcripts have been assigned roles in gene regulation and RNA processing and cross‐species sequence comparisons have identified conserved functional non‐coding elements (Bejerano *et al*. [2004](#tjp12298-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Pennacchio *et al*. [2006](#tjp12298-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). In fact, SNPs in many non‐coding regions have been linked to disease in genome‐wide association (GWA) studies (Kleinjan & Van Heyningen, [2005](#tjp12298-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}).

In particular, microRNAs (miRNAs or miRs) and long non‐coding RNAs (lncRNAs) have emerged as prominent players in human pathophysiological processes. miRs are small RNAs comprising 19--25 base pairs (Bartel, [2004](#tjp12298-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Over 2000 miRNAs have been identified, and their primary function is to regulate gene expression by either translational inhibition or by promoting degradation of target messenger RNAs (mRNAs) (Bartel, [2004](#tjp12298-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). In turn, lncRNAs are comprised of \>200 base pairs and are classified into five subclasses: intergenic, intronic, bidirectional, enhancer, sense and antisense; with each subclass being categorized according to the genomic location of the lncRNA in relation to its neighbouring encoding regions (Archer *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Devaux *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). More unusual species of ncRNA include circular RNAs (Salzman *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Wilusz & Sharp, [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Cech & Steitz, [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}), which lack 5′ or 3′ ends and are therefore quite stable due to reduced exonuclease susceptibility (Memczak *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) and able to accumulate to levels that are comparable to mRNAs (Salzman, [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}).

Here, we seek to summarize the current knowledge on the role of distinct classes of ncRNAs regulating pathological cardiac remodelling and their potential relevance as diagnostic and/or therapeutic tools in the treatment of heart failure.

Cardiac remodelling towards heart failure {#tjp12298-sec-0030}
-----------------------------------------

Heart failure (HF) is one of the main causes of mortality and morbidity worldwide (Ziaeian & Fonarow, [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}) and is the common name of cardiovascular diseases such as myocardial infarction and inherited or acquired cardiomyopathies. Whereas the heart is a dynamic organ that is able to react to injuries through cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, extracellular matrix remodelling and reactivation of fetal cardiac genes (Konstam *et al*. [2011](#tjp12298-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}), end‐stage failing hearts besides displaying genetic re‐programming of fetal genes also pose higher vulnerability to necrotic or apoptotic programmes and dysfunctional vascular remodelling (Lips *et al*. [2003](#tjp12298-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Cardiac remodelling is a complex pathogenic pathway involving cardiac molecular and cellular adjustments leading to clinical manifestations such as changes in shape, size and function as a response to stress or injury. Cardiac hypertrophy is considered physiological when it develops from intense exercise or during pregnancy in healthy individuals (Shimizu & Minamino, [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). However, under sustained cardiac stress such as chronic hypertension or myocardial infarction (Kehat & Molkentin, [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}), hypertrophic cardiomyocyte growth may become pathological and lead to increased myocardial mass to compensate for the elevated wall stress. Neurohormonal activation, mechanical stress, haemodynamic load and intracellular reactive cascades originate this clinical response (Lips *et al*. [2003](#tjp12298-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Kehat & Molkentin, [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}).

Although the human heart contains an estimated 2--3 billion cardiac muscle cells, they 'only' account for a third of the total number of cells in the heart. The remaining cells comprise different cell types, including smooth muscle and endothelial cells of the coronary vasculature and the endocardium, fibroblasts and other connective tissue cells, mast cells, and immune system‐related cells. These distinct cell groups do not function in isolation from one another within the heart but instead interact physically and via a variety of soluble paracrine, autocrine and endocrine factors. Besides hypertrophy of cardiac muscle cells, cardiomyopathies are normally associated with endothelial dysfunction and vascular rarefaction (De Boer *et al*. [2003](#tjp12298-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Shiojima *et al*. [2005](#tjp12298-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). Transition to HF results from decreased angiogenesis, increased fibrosis and extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition (Shiojima *et al*. [2005](#tjp12298-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). ECM not only provides structural cardiac support, allowing cells to be interconnected, but is also a cytokine and growth factor source. During pathological conditions ECM, influenced by autocrine and paracrine signals, is subjected to remodelling of its structural components, which will induce cardiac fibroblast differentiation into smooth muscle actin‐expressing myofibroblasts and ultimately lead to secretion of a great amount of ECM proteins. Furthermore, in a healthy heart there is a resident population of cardiac macrophages that is established embryonically and persists in adulthood. Macrophages and recruited monocytes may also be involved in cardiac remodelling, a hypothesis supported by the observation that pro‐inflammatory cytokines are released during heart injury; however, the exact role of these inflammatory cells in cardiac hypertrophy is still to be defined (Topkara *et al*. [2011](#tjp12298-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Epelman *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Because cardiac hypertrophy impairs the relationship between ATP demand and production it is also important to underline the association of cardiac mitochondrial homeostasis with cardiac function, as mitochondrial bioenergetics must keep up with the cardiac hypertrophic phenotype and defective mitochondrial function reduces production of ATP while increasing the generation of reactive oxygen species. All these changes, accompanied by cardiac fibrosis, ventricular stiffening and inflammation, constitute the cardiac response to a chronic insult (Valiente‐Alandi *et al*. [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}).

Apart from well‐established transcriptional mechanisms, increasing evidence indicates that gene re‐programming in the remodelling/failing heart are under epigenetic control by ncRNAs.

Non‐coding RNAs in cardiomyocyte hypertrophy {#tjp12298-sec-0040}
============================================

Different ncRNAs have been found to play pivotal regulatory roles in pathophysiological processes, with aberrant expression of miRNAs and lncRNAs in the different cardiac cell types being associated with many diseases, including cardiovascular abnormalities. Only recently, lncRNAs have been identified with important functional contributions to cardiac development and progression towards cardiac disease. Yet, only a limited number of lncRNAs have been identified as regulators of cardiac hypertrophy. Circular RNAs (circRNAs) represent yet another class of prevalent and diverse endogenous RNAs that, based on very few studies, seem to be able to regulate gene expression in eukaryotes. Because only a few circRNAs have been associated with cardiac disease, the regulation and function of human circRNAs in cardiac disease remain largely unknown. Below, we summarize the most distinct ncRNAs that have been associated with cardiac hypertrophy (Fig. [1](#tjp12298-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Most prominent non‐coding RNAs in cardiac hypertrophy\
Different non‐coding RNAs species were identified as fundamental regulators of cellular functions. Upon cardiomyocyte hypertrophic growth as a response to chronic stress, microRNAs (miRNAs), long non‐coding RNAs (lncRNAs) and circular RNAs (circRNAs) interplay with their respective targets to regulate specific cellular functions and induce pathological cell growth that will eventually develop into heart failure.](TJP-595-4037-g002){#tjp12298-fig-0001}

MicroRNAs {#tjp12298-sec-0050}
---------

MicroRNAs (miRNAs or miRs) are endogenous, single stranded, small non‐coding RNA molecules (∼22 nucleotides) that suppress gene expression at a post‐transcriptional level by targeting specific mRNAs. The mechanisms by which several miRNAs are involved in pathological cardiac remodelling have been extensively studied, resulting in the identification of many functional miRNAs whose importance is gradually being revealed.

In the context of pathological cardiac remodelling, most miRNAs have been studied in relation to their specific expression levels in cardiomyocytes. Several miRNAs were found to be downregulated in cardiac disease and exert, therefore, an anti‐hypertrophic function. In this regard miR‐133, highly abundant in cardiomyocytes, was one of the first miRNAs to be associated with cardiac pathological growth. MiR‐133 is significantly reduced upon severe cardiac hypertrophy (Duisters *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}) where, by acting as a strong repressor of connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), it is able to regulate extracellular matrix deposition. While CTGF is mostly expressed in fibroblasts, during pathological cardiac remodelling it is also secreted by cardiomyocytes (Duisters *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}).

In a different study, the significant role of miR‐133 was confirmed, in combination with miR‐1, as both miRNAs were found to be downregulated in three different murine models of cardiac hypertrophy (Carè *et al*. [2007](#tjp12298-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). In this setting, miR‐133 exerts its function through direct regulation of Ras homologue gene family, member A (RhoA), cell division control protein 42 homologue (Cdc42) and negative elongation factor complex member A (NELFA/Whsc2), three proteins known to be involved in cardiac hypertrophy (Carè *et al*. [2007](#tjp12298-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). It is worth noting that downregulation of miR‐133 is also found in human hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, which supports its relevance in the development of the disease. In a miR‐133 cardiac‐specific transgenic mouse model subjected to pressure overload, cardiac performance was maintained and both cardiomyocyte apoptosis and collagen deposition were reduced (Castaldi *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). These effects are associated with repression of β1‐adrenergic receptor kinase, one of the direct targets of miR‐133 (Castaldi *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). A different study also demonstrated that overexpression of miR‐133 under cardiac pressure overload, either induced by transverse aortic constriction or stimulation with isoproterenol, did not affect cardiomyocyte hypertrophic growth but did confer protection against cardiac fibrosis (Matkovich *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). miR‐133 is able to regulate multiple components of the β1AR transduction cascade by exerting a cardioprotective function during heart failure.

miR‐1, on its own, is highly expressed in cardiac tissue and its deletion causes cardiac defects. When following the changes in miRNA expression levels in time, during 14 days of pressure overload, miR‐1 was the only miRNA found to be downregulated as early as day one. Cardiac‐specific overexpression of miR‐1 results in repression of target genes such as Ras GTPase activating protein (RasGAP), cyclin‐dependent kinase 9 (Cdk9), fibronectin and Ras homologue enriched in brain (Rheb) and subsequent attenuation of cardiac hypertrophic growth, reduced fibrosis, lower cardiomyocyte apoptosis and improved calcium signalling (Karakikes *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Other targets of miR‐1 with direct effects on cardiac cells are insulin‐like growth factor (IGF1) and IGF1‐receptor (IGF1‐R) (Elia *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). While IGF1 normally binds to its receptor, inducing activation of different pathways, including PI3K--AKT, and inhibiting the transcription factor FOXO3A, modulation of any of these factors in cardiomyocytes directly affects miR‐1 expression levels. Whereas transfection of AKT reduces miR‐1 expression, overexpression of FOXO3A induces an increase in miR‐1 levels (Elia *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). In a model of cardiac pressure overload, increased levels of IGF1 due to repression of miR‐1, are also accompanied by upregulation of the circulating fatty acid‐binding protein 3 (FABP3), a small protein implicated in cardiac metabolism that is secreted into the blood stream and could therefore be potentially monitored as a biomarker reflecting myocardial function (Varrone *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). Altogether, these results underline how miR‐1--IGF1 interplay regulates many processes in the control of cardiac function.

Another miRNA that is downregulated during progression of postnatal cardiac hypertrophy towards failure is miR‐378. A correlation between miR‐378 and insulin receptor (IGF1‐R) expression levels has been established during postnatal remodelling and cardiomyocyte survival, an observation that is in agreement with the fact that cardiac remodelling is, to some extent, characterized by a decrease in both insulin‐like growth factor (IGF1) and IGF1‐R (Knezevic *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, overexpression of miR‐378 in primary cardiomyocytes inhibited phenylephrine (PE)‐induced Ras activity, therefore preventing the activation of two major cell growth signalling pathways, PI3K--AKT and Raf1--MEK1--ERK1/2, acting downstream of Ras signalling (Knezevic *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}).

Although other anti‐hypertrophic miRNAs have been identified, their precise function in regulating cardiac hypertrophic growth has been less extensively described. It is worth noting that cardiac hypertrophy can be repressed by thioredoxin1 (Trx1) via upregulation of miR‐98, a member of the let‐7 family. Accordingly, downregulation of miR‐98 in a rodent model of angiotensin II (AngII)‐induced hypertrophy resulted in exacerbated cardiac growth, most likely due to elevated levels of its target gene, cyclin D2. In this way, Trx1 acts as a negative feedback regulator of Ang II‐induced cardiac hypertrophy (Yang *et al*. [2011](#tjp12298-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}).

One of the first functional miRNAs shown to be upregulated in cardiac pathological remodelling was miR‐195. Overexpression of this miRNA in cardiomyocytes is sufficient to induce hypertrophic cell growth, and in mice increased expression of miR‐195 leads to cardiomyocyte growth disorganization followed by development of severe hypertrophy already at 6 weeks of age (van Rooij *et al*. [2006](#tjp12298-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). The same research group and others also found miR‐208 to be upregulated in response to pressure overload and in human heart failure (Tatsuguchi *et al*. [2007](#tjp12298-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Thum *et al*. [2007](#tjp12298-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; van Rooij *et al*. [2007](#tjp12298-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}) and to be cardiac‐specific. miR‐208a was shown to be involved in the regulation of the myosin heavy chain isoform switch that occurs during cardiac development and in the adult heart under pathological conditions (Callis *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Overexpression of miR‐208 in mice is sufficient to induce arrhythmias and to regulate hypertrophy‐related signalling pathways leading to pathological remodelling and heart failure (Callis *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). In later studies, this miRNA was identified in the bloodstream of cardiac disease patients and is now also considered as a potential non‐invasive biomarker of myocardial injuries (Corsten *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Wang *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). Another miRNA from the same family, miR‐499 is also found to be upregulated in both human and murine hypertrophic hearts (Matkovich *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Upon pressure overload, augmented miR‐499 expression results in cardiac maladaptation and accelerated transition to heart failure, due to targeting of Akt and MAPKs and thus modulation of cardiac kinase and phosphatase pathways (Matkovich *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}).

Several independent *in vivo* studies in mice suggest that miR‐22, another heart‐enriched miRNA, is involved in the pathogenesis of HF, despite some controversial observations. While forced miR‐22 expression in cardiomyocytes is sufficient to induce hypertrophy as reflected by increased cell surface areas and increased expression of stress markers (Jentzsch *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Huang *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}), loss‐of‐function of miR‐22 also seems to cause premature cardiac dilatation in stressed mouse hearts (Gurha *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Huang *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast, inhibition of miR‐22 in mice and rats that were subjected to cardiac stress, by using an antagomir, resulted in repressed cardiac hypertrophy without any signs of cardiac dilatation or dysfunction (Friese *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Tu *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). While these results suggest the therapeutic value of modulating miR‐22 to treat cardiomyopathies, one should take into account the fact that miR‐22 was also shown to target PTEN (Xu *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}), a known tumour suppressor. Therefore, reduced expression of miRNA‐22 in other organs, rather than the heart, may increase the risk of promoting cell proliferation and tumour formation.

Several miRNAs have been associated with regulation of calcineurin--NFAT signalling. Increased expression levels of the miR‐212/132 family lead to cardiac hypertrophic growth, heart failure and death (Ucar *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). These severe effects are due to direct regulation of the transcription factor FOXO3, and subsequent alterations in calcineurin--NFAT signalling. Hence, miR‐212/132 depletion either in genetic animal models or through treatment of animals with an antagomir confers protection from cardiac hypertrophic growth and from eventual development into heart failure (Ucar *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). miR‐199b, in turn, not only targets calcineurin--NFAT signalling but is also regulated by NFAT itself (da Costa Martins *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Upregulation of this miRNA in diseased hearts is responsible for inhibition of NFAT (re)translocation to the cytoplasm by direct targeting of the nuclear NFAT kinase dual‐specificity tyrosine‐(Y)‐phosphorylation regulated kinase 1a (Dyrk1a) (da Costa Martins *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). In a mouse model of pressure overload, inhibition of miR‐199 restored Dyrka1a expression and this led to reduction of nuclear NFAT activity, preventing or even, more importantly, reversing hypertrophy, fibrosis and cardiac dysfunction (da Costa Martins *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Altogether, these findings may contribute to future clinical applications in the treatment of hypertrophic cardiac disease.

Cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure are accompanied by unphysiological accumulation of collagens and other extracellular matrix proteins, leading to cardiac fibrotic lesions. In agreement with these observations, several fibroblast‐enriched miRNAs have been implicated in the development of cardiac hypertrophic growth. Despite several controversial reports on the function and mechanisms of action of miR‐21, this is currently a well‐established regulator of cardiac fibrosis and hypertrophy. miR‐21 was shown to be specifically upregulated in fibroblasts of failing murine hearts and to target intracellular signalling in cardiomyocytes (Thum *et al*. [2008](#tjp12298-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). *In vivo* silencing of miR‐21, by means of a cholesterol‐conjugated antagomir, was followed by reduced cardiac fibrosis and hypertrophy after pressure overload, mostly related to lower ERK--MAPK activity in fibroblasts (Thum *et al*. [2008](#tjp12298-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). Curiously, a different group reported contrasting data showing that *in vivo* inhibition of miR‐21, with locked nucleic acid‐modified (LNA) nucleotides, did not prevent cardiac remodelling in a mouse model of pressure overload (Patrick *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). This discrepancy could be due to technical differences such as the chemistry used to inhibit miRNA‐21 or different administration routes. miR‐21 seems to exert its detrimental effect during pathological cardiac remodelling by inducing both proliferation and survival of cardiac fibroblasts (Thum *et al*. [2008](#tjp12298-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}).

Another miRNA displaying dysregulated expression in situations of excessive cardiac fibrosis is miR‐29. This miRNA, simultaneously targets multiple genes that regulate proteins such as elastin, collagens and fibrillins, all associated with the fibrotic response (Abonnenc *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ), a known agonist of collagen production and deposition in the heart, was shown to be an upstream regulator of miR‐29, as activation of TGFβ signalling in fibroblasts leads to decreased expression of miR‐29 (van Rooij *et al*. [2008](#tjp12298-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}). In a mouse model of AngII‐induced cardiac remodelling, overexpression of miR‐29b is sufficient to inhibit cardiac fibrosis by arresting TGF‐β--Smad3‐dependent signalling (Zhang *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, miR‐29 is significantly more abundant in plasma of patients affected by hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, compared to plasma of healthy controls, underlining the potential of this miRNA as a novel clinical biomarker for the disease (Roncarati *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Derda *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}).

Overall, these findings indicate that both miR‐21 and miR‐29 can contribute to myocardial remodelling by primarily acting within cardiac fibroblasts, and suggest that their downregulation could be beneficial by inhibiting fibroblast proliferation and, subsequently, moderating cardiac pathological remodelling.

Hypoxia is the driving force in the regulation of the metabolic switch in the failing heart from main healthy fatty acid oxidation to pathological glucose utilization. While it is well accepted that a cardiac hypoxic environment contributes to the development of heart failure, the molecular mechanisms behind this response remain unclear, and more and more it is becoming clear that it involves not only hypoxia‐inducible factors but also several miRNAs (Azzouzi *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). Early *in vitro* studies demonstrated upregulated levels of certain miRNAs, such as miR‐21, in cardiac cells exposed to hypoxia and with increased generation of ROS (Cheng *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Simone *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). In this regard, the expression of the peroxisome proliferator‐activated receptor (PPAR) family of proteins, transcription factors that regulate the expression of fatty acid anabolic and catabolic genetic programmes, is tightly regulated by miRNAs. While upregulation of miR‐21 in heart failure is associated with suppression of PPAR‐a (Matkovich *et al*. [2009](#tjp12298-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Leptidis *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Yang *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}), a different mechanism for the regulation of PPAR‐d involving miR‐199a and miR‐214 has been proposed (El Azzouzi *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). PPAR‐g, in turn, seems to be regulated by miR‐27a and ‐27b, both upregulated in hypertrophied hearts (Jentzsch *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Wang *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, regulation of the peroxisome proliferator‐activated receptor‐gamma coactivator‐1α (PGC‐1α), an additional protein with reduced expression in the failing heart, by miR‐696 results not only in less mitochondria but also reduced mitochondrial activity (Aoi *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Under cardiac ischaemic conditions, increased levels of the 'master hypoxamiR', miR‐210, in mouse hearts result in cardioprotective effects such as preserved cardiac function, improved neovascularization, and inhibition of apoptosis, effects which were mechanistically explained by direct targeting of ephrin A3 (EFNA3) and protein tyrosine phosphatase, non‐receptor type 1 (PTP1b) (Hu *et al*. [2010](#tjp12298-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Chan *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Many other miRNAs have been associated with cardiac hypoxia and subsequent mitochondrial dysfunction (Azzouzi *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). It is noteworthy that miR‐181c, being encoded in the nucleus and processed to the mature form in the cytosol, can be translocated into the mitochondria, and ultimately regulate mitochondrial gene expression. Increased mitochondrial miR‐181c expression levels lead to decreased exercise capacity in rats and development of heart failure as a result of altered O~2~ consumption, ROS production, and mitochondrial membrane potential (Das *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}). The above examples indicate a strong link between the hypoxic response and alterations in cardiac mitochondrial integrity and energy metabolism, both accompanied by direct or indirect miRNA regulation to fine‐tune the balance between fatty acid oxidation *versus* glucose oxidation and glycolysis.

Long non‐coding RNAS {#tjp12298-sec-0060}
--------------------

Long non‐coding RNAs (lncRNA) are a class of pseudogenes (∼200 nucleotides in length) that have lost their protein‐coding function, despite looking similar to protein‐coding genes, as they can also incorporate exons, display a 3′ poli‐A tail and CpG islands in their promoter region and be subject of alternative splicing. Moreover, lncRNAs are poorly conserved throughout evolution, do not display a common sequence or structural motifs and can be intergenic, intronic, antisense (opposite strand relative to annotated transcripts), adjacent to protein‐coding loci or extragenic (Devaux *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). By targeting promoters, enhancers and insulators as functional *cis*‐ or *trans*‐regulatory elements, lncRNAs are a central component in the regulation of epigenetic modifications, allelic modulation (genomic imprinting) and transcriptional/posttranscriptional gene regulation (Nakagawa, [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Their ability to switch conformation can either activate or inhibit interactions with other molecules within the cell as lncRNAs can be found in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus. Such changes in lncRNA primary/secondary structure or in expression levels are found to contribute to numerous human diseases by interfering with gene expression and signalling pathways. In the cardiovascular field, several studies have detected and characterized the expression of lncRNAs under normal physiological conditions and in disease states, linking several lncRNAs to different heart failure aetiologies.

lncRNAs such as Braveheart (*BVHT*) and Foxf1 adjacent non‐coding developmental regulatory RNA (*FENDRR*) have been recently proposed to be involved in cardiac development (Grote *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Klattenhoff *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). While *BVHT* seems to play a pivotal role in regulating cardiomyocyte differentiation, this lncRNA is mouse specific (Klattenhoff *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). In turn, *FENDRR*, being more conserved, regulates central transcription factors for cardiac development and its silencing in mice results in severe cardiac developmental defects (Grote *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). To date, only few studies were set at unveiling the role of lncRNAs in cardiac pathophysiology, with deep sequencing‐based studies having recently characterized cardiac‐enriched lncRNAs and shown altered lncRNA expression patterns in heart failure (Matkovich *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Yang *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). While only 17 lncRNAs were shown to be regulated after early and late (1 and 4 weeks, respectively) pressure overload with mild decline in heart function (Matkovich *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}), more than 100 lncRNAs are differentially regulated in later remodelling stages and heart failure (Lee *et al*. [2011](#tjp12298-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}), suggesting that severe disease states are more intensely regulated by lncRNAs.

Despite the restricted number of lncRNAs found to be highly regulated in cardiac hypertrophy, recent studies have better characterized few of them. Wang and colleagues have shown that lncRNAs can act in concert with miRNAs to modulate cardiac hypertrophic growth. While trying to better understand the mechanism by which miRNA‐489 is regulated, the authors identified a lncRNA, cardiac hypertrophy related factor (*CHRF*), that, besides being upregulated in murine hearts after transverse aortic constriction and in human heart failure samples, is also widely expressed in cardiovascular cells with a specific function in cardiomyocytes. *CHRF* induces cardiomyocyte hypertrophy *in vitro* and apoptosis *in vivo* by acting as a sponge for miRNA‐489 (Wang *et al*. [2014a](#tjp12298-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). By sequestering miR‐489, *CHFR* leads to de‐repression of the target gene myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (Myd88), and induces a cardiac hypertrophic phenotype (Wang *et al*. [2014a](#tjp12298-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). The same group also identified cardiac‐apoptosis‐related lncRNA (*CARL*) that interacts with miR‐539 like a sponge to inhibit miR‐539 functions in mitochondria fission (Wang *et al*. [2014b](#tjp12298-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). *CARL* plays an important role in anoxic conditions such as injury provoked by ischaemia--reperfusion (Wang *et al*. [2014b](#tjp12298-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). The lncRNA myosin heavy‐chain‐associated RNA transcripts (*MHRT*), a cluster of antisense transcripts from the *Myh7* loci, was recently shown to affect cardiac hypertrophic remodelling and progression to heart failure (Han *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Cardiac stress activates the chromatin‐remodelling factor Brg1 (part of the Brg1---HDAC--PARP complex 3) that by repressing α‐MHC and activating β‐MHC maintains a fetal state of MHC expression (Han *et al*. [2011](#tjp12298-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). *MHRT*, highly abundant in the nuclear fraction of cardiomyocytes, is downregulated in cardiac pressure overload (Han *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Induced expression of *MHRT*, by antagonizing Brg1 functions, inhibits the pathological switching of α‐MHC to β‐MHC and protects the heart from failing (Han *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, *MHRT* and miR‐208a/b are encoded by the same locus but exhibit divergent functions on heart function after pressure overload by conferring protective (*MHRT*) *versus* detrimental (miR‐208) effects (van Rooij *et al*. [2007](#tjp12298-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Han *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). These opposing biological functions seem to depend on inverse transcriptional regulation of the RNAs encoded by the locus since cardiac stress induces both transcriptional downregulation of *MHRT* and β‐MHC--miR‐208 upregulation, suggesting the action of independent promoters in the same genomic region.

It is important to underline that human *MHRT* also originates from *Myh7* (β‐MHC) loci, indicating that this lncRNA is conserved through species and suggesting that this mechanism of feedback between *MHRT* and Brg1 is important in the onset of human hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

The most recent lncRNA to be associated with cardiac hypertrophic remodelling and failure was cardiac hypertrophy‐associated transcript (*CHAST*). Pressure overload‐induced cardiac stress leads to specific *CHAST* upregulation in murine cardiomyocytes (Viereck *et al*. [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). In humans the expression levels of this lncRNA are increased in cardiac tissue of aortic stenosis patients and in human embryonic stem cell‐derived cardiomyocytes after hypertrophic stimulation (Viereck *et al*. [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Overexpression of *CHAST* in mice is sufficient to induce cardiomyocyte hypertrophic growth, while its silencing allows for both prevention and reversal of pressure overload‐induced pathological cardiac remodelling (Viereck *et al*. [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Mechanistically, *CHAST* inhibits cardiomyocyte autophagy by targeting pleckstrin homology domain‐containing protein family M member 1, expressed on the opposite strand of *CHAST*.

By using diverse mechanisms to regulate pivotal signalling pathways in the development of cardiac disease such as chromatin modification and transcriptional regulation, lncRNAs are now emerging as potential targets to prevent pathological cardiac remodelling.

Circular RNAS {#tjp12298-sec-0070}
-------------

Deep sequencing and advanced data analysis identified a diversity of circular RNA isoforms (circRNAs) in different biological systems. It is assumed that circRNAs do not code for proteins due to their circular structure and, in contrast to other non‐coding RNAs, the lack of both 5′ and 3′ polarity and a poli‐A tail (Qu *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Chen, [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). Regarding their genomic location, circRNAs can be classified as being exonic, intronic, antisense, intragenic or intergenic, depending on their genomic adjacency to a close gene (Qu *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), and display distinctive properties, including the potential for circle amplification of RNA, the ability to reorganize the order of genomic information, protection from exonucleases, and constraints on RNA folding. Furthermore, the production of circRNAs is mostly certain to influence mRNA processing by playing a role in alternative splicing, since splicing patterns of any pre‐mRNA are dictated by direct competition between alternative pairing of 5′ and 3′ splice sites (Ashwal‐Fluss *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). It is worth noting that circRNAs are ancient non‐coding RNAs, but only lately have they started being newly appreciated for their essential role in many processes such as ageing, cancer, cardiovascular diseases and tissue development (Qu *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). In fact, it has been reported for several circRNAs that they can function as endogenous sponges to interact with miRNAs and influence the expression of their target genes. This was shown for *miR‐7* as circRNAs *ciRS‐7* (Hansen *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) and *CDR1* (Memczak *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) are able to sequester miR‐7 away from its target genes in different biological settings. More recently, a new circRNA, heart‐related circRNA (*HRCR*) was identified as being anti‐hypertrophic by targeting the positive regulator of hypertrophy, miR‐223. miR‐223 inhibition through *HRCR* leads to increased levels of the target gene activity‐regulated cytoskeleton‐associated protein, ARC, associated with reduced pressure overload‐induced cardiac hypertrophy in mice. Whether this is a general mechanism of action for the many existent circRNAs or just a gene‐specific function remains to be clarified.

An inventory of circRNA expression and respective alteration in the hearts of different species was recently generated after comparing rat neonatal cardiomyocytes with adult ones, mouse hearts subjected to sham surgery with hearts subjected to pressure overload by transverse aortic constriction and, finally, human non‐failing with failing hearts. This set of data, besides providing information on the conservation of the different circRNAs between the three studied species, also demonstrates that overall changes in circRNA regulation are higher in rat cardiomyocytes than in failing murine and human hearts. As mentioned earlier, the formation of circRNAs may influence mRNA processing by competing with splice events (Ashwal‐Fluss *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). This has been suggested to explain the diversity of titin splicing, which is linked to hereditary cardiomyopathy in rats and humans (Khan *et al*. [2016](#tjp12298-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Altogether, it seems reasonable to speculate that altered circRNA levels may contribute to the disease phenotypes in different species.

Cell‐to‐cell transfer of non‐coding RNAs {#tjp12298-sec-0080}
----------------------------------------

Cells communicate with one another to create specific microenvironments and share resources that are essential to maintain homeostasis and respond to external stimuli. To fully understand the biology and pathobiology of the heart and to gain new insights into the molecular regulation of a myocardial hypertrophic response, the contribution of cell--cell crosstalk in the heart to this process must be considered.

In recent years, more interest has been concentrated on extracellular vesicles (EVs) that allow long‐range cellular communication (EL Andaloussi *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). EVs are secreted by cells and act as transport vehicles for a range of small molecules like mRNA, miRNAs, lncRNAs, small amounts of DNA and low molecular weight lipids and proteins (including transcription factors and cytokines) (Valadi *et al*. [2007](#tjp12298-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; EL Andaloussi *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}).

EVs can be classified in three different subgroups according to their subcellular origin, content and size: microvesicles (MVs) (0.1--1 μm), exosomes (20--100 nm) and apoptotic bodies (ABs) (0.5--2 μm) (EL Andaloussi *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Cardiac cells are able to secrete MVs and exosomes under physiological and pathological conditions. All major cardiac cell types, including cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells and fibroblasts, can release exosomes that modulate recipient cellular functions and may therefore be involved in many cardiovascular disorders. Nevertheless, only a relatively small number of studies have been dedicated to investigating the potential role of exosomes during cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, specifically, and cardiac disease in general (Fig. [2](#tjp12298-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Cardiac cell‐to‐cell transfer of non‐coding RNAs\
In general cells communicate with each other to create distinct microenvironments and share resources. Cardiac cells, including cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial and immune cells, also communicate with each other by means of extracellular vesicles, namely exosomes (represented by dots in different colours, depending on cell source). Cardiomyocytes are known to directly transfer exosome cargo to endothelial cells and thereby alter several basic cellular functions on the recipient cells such as cell cycle, metabolism and angiogenesis. To date, a very limited number of studies have mainly focused on identifying the content of exosomes that are transferred from other cell types (endothelial cells, fibroblasts and macrophages) into cardiomyocytes and how this cargo interferes with cardiomyocyte behaviour and, subsequently, cardiac remodelling.](TJP-595-4037-g003){#tjp12298-fig-0002}

It has been proposed that exosomal signalling during hypoxia mediates microvascular endothelial cell migration and, subsequently, vasculogenesis (Salomon *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). In the heart, exosomes released by cardiomyocytes can induce different metabolic functions in the recipient cells (Waldenström *et al*. [2012](#tjp12298-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). Cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells (ECs) have a close anatomical relationship that is essential for maintaining normal cardiac development and function. However, little is known about the mechanisms by which both cell types crosstalk not only under physiological conditions but also upon cardiac stress. Under conditions of glucose deficiency, cardiomyocytes secrete not only larger numbers of exosomes but their protein content also significantly differs from those produced in the presence of glucose (Garcia *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). In the presence of glucose, the exosomal proteins were mainly associated with cardiovascular processes, while in deprived cardiomyocyte‐released exosomes the protein content was related to vesicle trafficking and metabolic processes (Garcia *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Although these findings were only supported by *in vitro* data, cardiomyocytes were able to exchange their exosomal content with the surrounding endothelium, altering the gene transcription in the recipient cells and affecting their angiogenesis‐related capacities such as proliferation and tube formation. Furthermore, exosomes in deprivation conditions were enriched in a set of miRNAs known to be pro‐angiogenic when internalized in ECs. In turn, ECs also released exosomes that could be taken up by cardiomyocytes and influence their physiological functions and responsive mechanisms to stress. This has been shown in women affected with peripartum cardiomyopathy (PPCM), where an anti‐angiogenic 16‐kDa N‐terminal prolactin fragment (16K PRL) acts on ECs to inhibit their migratory capacity, block cell cycle progression, induce apoptosis and, subsequently, induce the release of miR‐146a‐enriched exosomes (Halkein *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). These exosomes can be taken up by cardiomyocytes where miR‐146a will interfere with the physiological metabolism and contraction capacity of the cell, leading to the development of hypertrophy (Halkein *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Pharmacological inhibition of miR‐146a in a mouse model of PPCM induced metabolic activity in improved cardiac function by increasing the expression levels of miR‐146a target genes in cardiomyocytes (Halkein *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). The fact that the cardiac tissue of PPCM patients exhibits increased expression of miR‐146a and decreased respective target levels when compared to non‐failing tissue suggests that the proposed mechanism is also conserved in humans. In addition, this study also established miR‐146a as a potential highly specific blood biomarker in the diagnosis and risk stratification of patients with PPCM (Halkein *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}).

A recent study by Climent and colleagues (Climent *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}) identified the transfer of miR‐143/‐145 cluster from smooth muscle cells towards ECs via a different form of cell‐to‐cell communication that involves membrane protrusions named tunnelling nanotubes and a feedback regulatory mechanism between the two types of cells (Climent *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Endothelial cells receiving the miRNA cluster display reduced angiogenic capacity and will release transforming growth factor b (TGFb), which in turn stimulates the differentiation of smooth muscle cells and upregulation of miR‐143/145 cluster in these cells. Once transferred to ECs the miRNA cluster will reduce endothelial capacity to form capillary structures (Climent *et al*. [2015](#tjp12298-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}).

Cardiac fibroblasts can also respond to pathological situations by releasing exosomes. When treated with angiotensin II, fibroblasts secrete exosomes that, in turn, stimulate more angiotensin production and respective receptor expression (AT1R and AT2R) on cardiomyocytes, leading to hypertrophic cell growth. This exosome‐induced effect could be blocked either by AT1R and AT2R antagonists or with exosome inhibitors. Moreover, fibroblasts can exert paracrine effects through the release of exosomes containing the passenger strand of miR‐21 (miR21^\*^), which will be taken up by cardiomyocytes and induce their hypertrophic growth (Bang *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). miR‐21^\*^ induces cardiac hypertrophy by downregulating sorbin and SH3 domain containing 2 (SORBS2) or PDZ and LIM domain 5 (PDLIM5), both involved in regulation of cardiac muscle structure and function (Bang *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). By using cardiac allografts in mice it was demonstrated that inhibition of miR‐21^\*^ prevents fibrosis and decreases the infiltration of fibroblasts in the allograft (Bang *et al*. [2014](#tjp12298-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). This is a striking example of how miRNAs^\*^ are not necessarily degraded, but can have functional roles and great potential as diagnostic and therapeutic tools in cardiovascular diseases, similar to mature strands. Altogether, such findings suggest that targeting exosome release from cardiac fibroblasts may serve as a novel therapeutic strategy to treat cardiac pathological hypertrophy and heart failure.

No less importantly, immune cells may also contribute to the cardiac response to stress. miR‐155 was shown to regulate cardiac hypertrophy in different mouse models of cardiac failure. miR‐155 null mice are protected from developing cardiac hypertrophy, an effect attributed to reduced miR‐155 expression in macrophages rather than in cardiomyocytes (Heymans *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Supporting this hypothesis, miR‐155‐deficient macrophages were able to inhibit the hypertrophic phenotype in stimulated cardiomyocytes through a paracrine effect (Heymans *et al*. [2013](#tjp12298-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). This is again a very neat example of crosstalk between different myocardial cell types and how they respond to different sources of cardiac stress.

Although not within the scope of this review**,** it is important to highlight that circulating exosomes found in body fluids such as plasma and serum are becoming an attractive tool for analytical studies and subsequent disease diagnosis, underpinning the prospect that differential exosomal content can lead to new cardiac‐specific diagnostic markers.

Conclusion and future perspectives {#tjp12298-sec-0090}
==================================

In the past decade, the fundamental role of ncRNAs in cardiac pathophysiology has become more evident. While, using different animal models, scientists could use loss‐ or gain‐of‐function strategies to treat, and in certain cases, reverse cardiac hypertrophy, the prime challenge lies in modulating these ncRNAs and their targets in an organ/cell‐specific manner as a potential therapeutic for heart failure. Nevertheless, promising results have been generated that open a window to patients' treatment and/or improvement of lifespan and quality of life.

Most of the ncRNAs described above were unknown until the 1980s, with most having been discovered only in the 1990s. What appeared to be a relatively simple picture of genetic control in cells has now gained many, previously hidden, layers of complexity involving many RNA species, ranging from a mere 20 nucleotides in length up to 100,000. And, as many believe, this might be just a glimpse of the tip of the iceberg that still needs to be discovered to fully understand the importance of non‐coding RNAs. Genomics, the study of the DNA sequence of genomes, has been a sizzling field for some time now, and is more and more focused on the discovery of ncRNAs. Because the field of ncRNAs is in its infancy and the functions of many of the ncRNAs are just barely understood, it may be premature to predict specific medical applications, but certainly the potential is there. The population of ncRNAs in a cell, in some sense, resembles a complex set of switches that turn genes on and off before they are transcribed, while they are being transcribed, or even once translation has begun. Once these switches are better understood, researchers may be able to better exploit the system with artificially produced RNAs, enabling clarification of a number of diseases, including cardiac diseases, that currently appear to be associated with unexplained genetic behaviours. Moreover, the connection between ncRNAs and epigenetic modifications is another important aspect that is still poorly understood in the heart, adding to the regulatory complexity of pathological processes.
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